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Th e author of the monograph, Motlyah Aleksandr Ivanovych, a well-known Ukrain-
ian scientist and leading researcher in Problems of Pre-Trial Investigation scientifi c 
laboratory in Educational and Research Institute No. 1 of the National Academy of 
Internal Aff airs, Doctor of Law, professor, and esteemed Ukrainian jurist.

Th e monograph describes in detail the historical stages inthe formation and devel-
opment of psychophysiological instrumental method of lie detection. Th e author 
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analyses development of lie detection techniquesin a historical perspective: from an-
tiquity to the present. He also studies development of these techniques in diff erent 
countries, while special attention is paid to the description of particularities of us-
inginstrumental methodsof lie detection in the USSR and some CIS countrieslater.

Th e book presents an analysis of the legislative regulation of using the polygraph. 
Taking into account international and Ukrainian practices,the author considers ways 
of using polygraph in contemporary social relations as well aspossibility of introduc-
ing polygraph testin law enforcement for investigation and solution of crimes. One 
of thesectionsis devoted to the techniquefor preparing and conducting test inter-
views with criminal suspects to establish objective truth in the case.

Th e author also suggests procedural forms fordocumenting results of theexpertpo-
lygraph psychophysiological investigationby creating a new type of forensic exami-
nation. Proceduralissues of securing evidence obtained by polygraph examination 
anda mechanism for improving the criminal procedural legislation in Ukraine are 
addressed.

Th e monograph is intended for use in educational process, practical activities, and 
scientifi c pursuits.
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